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ABSTRACT With the global Internet traffic continuously growing, network operators face more and more
challenges related to the management of their networks. Efficient utilization of the available network
resources becomes crucial to maintain the desired Quality of Service level and control the upsurge in
operational expenses. The combination of the Software-Defined Networking concept with the multi-layer
network architecture can simplify the process of control and management of the network, its layers, and
resources. In this paper, we propose a solution to enhance resource utilization in software-defined multi-
layer optical networks. The proposed solution takes the advantages of the Software-Defined Networking,
Flow-Aware Multi-Topology Adaptive Routing, and Automatic Hidden Bypasses mechanisms to ensure
simultaneous, multi-path data transmissions in both IP and optical layers. The Software-Defined Networking
controller manages both mentioned mechanisms, selects the best possible bypass, and allocates lightpaths
to ensure that the optical spectral efficiency is optimal. The evaluation shows that the proposed solution for
multi-layer software-defined network increases the overall network performance and resource utilization.
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INDEX TERMS AHB, bypasses, EON, FAMTAR, flows, IP network, multi-layer network, optical network,
routing, SDN.

I. INTRODUCTION15

The total IP traffic continues a strong global increase. It is16

forecasted that there will be 1.4 billion Internet users more in17

2023 than it was in 2018 and that there will be 29.3 billion net-18

worked devices in 2023, compared to 18.4 billion in 2018 [1].19

Such a significant growth pressurizes network operators, who20

want to handle traffic with a guaranteed Quality of Service21

(QoS), to employ more efficient and effective utilization of22

network resources.23

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) gained a lot of inter-24

est during recent years in the context of networkmanagement.25

SDN significantly simplifies the management of traffic in26

the network due to the fact that control and data planes are27

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Jose Saldana .

completely separated. The control plane – usually represented 28

by the central controller – is responsible for decision-making, 29

mainly about where packets should be sent in the data plane. 30

Currently, the most common SDN use case is reactive con- 31

trol, where the SDN switches consult a decision for every IP 32

flow with the controller. However, SDN may be also used in 33

multi-layer networks, where the management of many layers 34

is performed simultaneously in a single controller. Such an 35

application brings a plenty of advantages to the management 36

of the multi-layer networks. As a result of the global view of 37

the network environment which SDN provides, the controller 38

can control both layers according to the QoS requirements 39

of the incoming traffic and optimize resources usage in a 40

cross-layer manner. Simultaneous management of many lay- 41

ers in a single controller strongly simplifies network control 42

and management of the network. However, expanding the 43
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controller’s control range also raises concerns regarding the44

security or single point of failure aspects of the network’s45

control plane.46

In this paper, we propose a solution for multi-layer net-47

works which aims to enhance the resource utilization of the48

network. Our solution takes an advantage of the SDN concept49

which is used to control the Flow-Aware Multi-Topology50

Adaptive Routing (FAMTAR) and the Automatic Hidden51

Bypasses (AHB) mechanisms selected to ensure simultane-52

ous, multi-path data transmission in both IP and optical lay-53

ers. Additionally, we propose an algorithm which goal is to54

find the best possible source-destination pair for the bypass55

and an intelligent, resource-orientedmechanism for both allo-56

cation and release of lightpaths in the optical layer based on57

current network demand distribution. The evaluation shows58

that the proposed solution can increase the overall network59

performance, reduce the losses over the network, and also60

possibly reduce energy demand due to the increased optical61

spectral efficiency.62

Currently, many solutions that focus on resource utiliza-63

tion in multi-layer SDN exist, however, they mostly intro-64

duce a single layer optimization (like bypasses in the optical65

layer) and show how to perform the network control over66

multi-layer networks. This work shows how to implement a67

per-layer solution (FAMTAR for IP layer, and bypasses for68

optical layer) and how to handle them together in a centralized69

way.70

The novelty of our article lies in simultaneous operation71

and management of IP and optical layers with FAMTAR and72

AHB mechanisms, which previously were used only in iso-73

lation in pure IP and optical networks, respectively. In order74

to use these mechanisms together, we propose a novel algo-75

rithm to find the best possible source-destination pair for76

bypass and intelligent allocation and release mechanisms for77

lightpaths in the optical layer.78

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.79

Section II presents the related work. Next, Section III80

presents the necessary background regarding multi-layer net-81

works, FAMTAR, Elastic Optical Network (EON) and AHB.82

Section IV shows the overall system architecture and algo-83

rithms. In Section V, simulations performed in the heavily84

modified Mininet network emulator are discussed. The anal-85

ysis is divided into two parts, which show the results of two86

examined scenarios under multiple configurations. Finally,87

Section VI concludes the paper.88

II. RELATED WORK89

To the best of our knowledge, no other paper presents90

FAMTAR, and AHB mechanisms used simultaneously91

in a multi-layer network. However, some works provide92

other mechanisms and solutions for multi-layer networks.93

We introduce the most prominent of them below.94

The framework for IP over Optical Networks is presented95

in [2], where authors cover the requirements as well as mech-96

anisms for establishing an IP-centric optical control plane97

together with architectural aspects of the IP transport over98

optical networks. Since that time, many researchers covered 99

the topics of multi-layer network control with standard pro- 100

tocols [3], [4], [5], recently there is also some momentum in 101

using artificial intelligence for that control [6], [7]. 102

In [3] authors present cooperation between Segment Rout- 103

ing (SR), SDN and optical bypasses. Custom SDN solution 104

is used to control edge node label stacking configuration and 105

optical bypasses, which are used upon load variations. The 106

routing policy for the optical bypass is based on the prede- 107

fined threshold and does not require signaling protocols. Seg- 108

ment Routing is also explored in [4], where authors make use 109

of it in two situations for a multi-layer network. Firstly com- 110

bined with SDN and dynamic optical bypasses and secondly 111

used to effectively load balance the traffic also among non- 112

ECMP routes. Research in [5] also employs Segment Routing 113

technology, however, in a 5G multi-layer, multi-domain net- 114

work. The authors validate SDN-based network slicing for 115

disaggregated 5G transport networks, with slices defined at 116

multiple layers and provisioned over multiple domains. 117

Regarding artificial intelligence, authors in [6] present 118

fully distributed multi-layer routing policies based on 119

BIO-inspired ant colony optimization algorithm with online 120

control for the optical and IP/MPLS layers. The algorithm 121

presented by the authors assumes disjoint control planes for 122

both optical and IP layers with the only local routing infor- 123

mation in each network node, which represents a different 124

approach than SDN, where network control is centralized. 125

A reinforcement learning algorithm implementation is shown 126

in [7]. The algorithm is used in SDN controller to provide a 127

proper virtual multi-layer network resource allocation with 128

fine service isolation. The introduced control loop, allows to 129

improve resource utilization over the network nodes. 130

Some solutions [8], [9], [10] focus on network resilience 131

problems rather than optimal resource allocation. Refer- 132

ence [8] addresses the problem of cross-layer orchestration to 133

address IP router outages in IP-over-EON. The authors pro- 134

pose a set of multi-layer restoration algorithms which aim to 135

minimize the operating expenses. Reference [9] addresses the 136

problem of the survivability for IP over EON networks. The 137

authors proposed a proactive restoration method for a joint 138

multi-layer network, which was shown to achieve efficient 139

resource usage and outperform the single-layer protection 140

methods.Moreover, integer linear programming formulations 141

were presented to provide survivability in the case of link or 142

node failure in the network. Authors in [10] introduce a new 143

SR scheme to recover traffic flows after a network failure 144

event dynamically. They employ SDN controller to obtain a 145

network topology but onlywhen a failure occurs. The solution 146

allows reducing the failure recovery time. 147

There is also a hardware-based approach for multi-layer 148

network control. In [11] authors take advantage of the P4 149

switches rather than the SDN controller. Traffic is forwarded 150

to the optical bypass once the predefined threshold is reached. 151

Interestingly, the authors consider two cases for the bypass 152

usage – reroute all packets or reroute just the portion which 153

exceeded the threshold. 154
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Even though the number of solutions stated above exists,155

they mainly introduce one-layer optimization (like bypasses)156

and show how to perform the network control over multi-157

layer networks. This work shows how to implement a158

per-layer solution (FAMTAR for IP layer and bypasses for159

optical layer) and handle them together in a centralized way.160

Some surveys cover many problems ofmulti-layer network161

management. Reference [12] is a broad survey that presents162

solutions that utilize SDN in multi-layer network architec-163

tures. Apart from delivering the solutions, their impact on the164

network stability and complexity is also analyzed. Another165

work for multi-layer networks is [13], where apart from the166

challenges, the authors focus also on network optimization.167

III. BACKGROUND168

This section provides the necessary background for the169

multi-layer network concept as well as mechanisms which170

were used, FAMTAR and AHB.171

A. MULTI-LAYER NETWORKING172

SDN-based multi-layer network refers to a multi-layer net-173

work with SDN applied for the network control. Multi-layer174

networking is an abstraction of network services being pro-175

vided with multiple networking technologies (layers) and176

multiple routing/network domains. Two approaches can be177

considered in the context of multi-layer networking: vertical178

and horizontal [14].179

In a vertical approach, multiple networking technologies180

connect to each other within a single domain. For instance,181

in the architecture proposed in this paper, the IP layer uses an182

underlying optical layer in order to provide services to higher183

layers. On the other hand, a horizontal approach may incor-184

porate the same networking technologies in distinct domains185

in order to provide required services.186

Figure 1 visualize both vertical and horizontal SDN based187

approaches with the layers corresponding to the ones consid-188

ered in this article. Multiple controllers are often necessary189

in multi-layer networks due to the lack of common commu-190

nication protocols between different vendor devices. In such191

a case, coordination of multiple controllers is assigned to192

the SDN orchestrator which main functions are end-to-end193

connectivity provisioning or translation of application level194

requirements into configuration requests for controllers.195

Independent and isolated management of the layers has196

many drawbacks, especially in SDN. Such an approach brings197

more complexity to the control plane, which must be split and198

isolated for every layer in the network. Dynamic allocation199

of the layers’ resources would be also more complex with200

each layer controlled independently. Finally, global knowl-201

edge about the network environment provided by the SDN202

would not be used to its full potential, because of the layers203

isolation.204

Traffic engineering mechanisms aiming at congestion205

management or network optimization may strongly utilize206

the SDN multi-layer network. For instance, any conges-207

tion or anomaly in the network could be resolved by the208

TABLE 1. Challenges in multi-layer SDN.

SDN controller at the proper layer, while keeping the resource 209

usage as efficient as possible. With the global visibility of 210

the network, SDN controller can perform simultaneous, inte- 211

grated control of multiple layers in the network to fulfill the 212

QoS requirements of the incoming traffic. Finally, SDN con- 213

troller can dynamically decide which traffic demand is trans- 214

mitted through which layer in order to increase the resources 215

utilization even more. 216

The concept of multi-layer SDN raises new challenges 217

which we define as a questions in Table 1. 218

B. FAMTAR 219

FAMTAR [15] is a multi-path adaptive routing mechanism 220

based on the concept of flows. FAMTAR can work with every 221

routing protocol being responsible for finding the best possi- 222

ble path between two endpoints, since it operates above the 223

intra-domain routing protocol (IGP). In a scenario when there 224

are no congestions in the network, all transmissions between 225

those endpoints use the best path. However, when conges- 226

tion occurs, flows which were already active remain on their 227

primary path, while new flows are pushed to an alternative 228

path. Therefore, the optimal paths change according to the 229

congestion status of the links - FAMTAR uses the best path 230

provided by the routing algorithm and in case of congestion 231

automatically triggers finding new paths. 232

To accomplish that, a FAMTAR router stores Flow For- 233

warding Table (FFT) together with a classic routing table. 234

In FFT each flow has a corresponding entry which represents 235

the interface to which packets of this flow are forwarded. This 236

information is taken from the current routing table when the 237

flow is added to the FFT, i.e., when its first packet appears. 238

For flows that are present in the FFT the routing table is not 239

consulted, therefore FFT is used to execute the majority of 240

the packet routing tasks. Entries in the FFT are static and do 241

not reflect routing table changes. 242

Once a state close to congestion is noticed on one of 243

the links, the adjacent router updates the cost of this link 244

with a predefined high value. This link is then perceived as 245

congested. Updated link cost appears as a standard change 246

in the routing protocol, which spreads this information as 247

a standard topology change message. When routers receive 248

this information, they compute new paths which are likely 249

to avoid congested links. Routing tables are updated with 250

the newly computed paths. However, this update affects only 251

new flows. The flows which were active before that event are 252
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FIGURE 1. SDN multi-layer network.

still routed on their existing paths, stored in the FFT. Even253

though congested links still forward flows which were active254

before the congestion was noticed, no new transmissions start255

on that links. The original cost of the link is recovered after256

some time, once the congestion on the link is over. Note257

that FAMTAR requires a router to detect congestion on one258

of its links. The method to determine the congestion is not259

specified, although any congestion indicator can be used (e.g.,260

link load, queue occupancy, packet queuing delay, and so on).261

C. AHB262

Many solutions linked with optical bypassing have been263

proposed in the recent literature. The Automatic Hidden264

Bypasses (AHB)mechanismwas firstly presented in [16] and265

it extends a hidden bypass functionality described in [17] by266

adding bypass creation automatization under SDN environ-267

ment. The optical network efficiency is increased by con-268

gestions minimization occurring in the IP layer. When the269

utilization of any link exceeds a certain threshold, new light-270

paths can be created. The mechanism assumes using as many271

optical resources as necessary in each situation. The authors272

present a solution to dynamically set a bypass with a given273

path that offloads traffic from regularly used links based on274

incoming demands. Others have proposed several ways to275

realize optical bypasses. Such mechanisms do not require276

routing table updates propagation over all network devices.277

Only an ingress node of the bypass is aware of the routing278

table change and that it has to forward the traffic into the279

bypass rather than to the interface indicated by the routing280

table.281

This means that bypasses are created and removed down282

based on existing demands. The network decides when and283

how to create a new bypass, as well as which transmissions284

should use it. The analysis presented in this paper shows 285

that AHB can provide lower delays and higher throughput. 286

The mechanism yields excellent results in both low and high- 287

loaded networks. Bypasses can be created manually by net- 288

work operators or automatically in centralized or distributed 289

systems. 290

The mechanism was also introduced into IP-over-EON 291

architecture in [18]. In EON, the optical spectrum used for the 292

transmission is divided into narrow frequency slices (slots). 293

The slots are reserved by setting an end-to-end path between 294

the optical network devices. The frequency of the slots used 295

over the path has to be static over all-optical hops. The band- 296

width of the created path is defined by the number of selected 297

slots and a modulation format. 298

An example of bypass creation is shown in Figure 2. 299

In Figure 2 a simple multi-layer network architecture is 300

considered. The network comprises two layers: IP, where 301

IP routers reside, and the optical (EON) layer where opti- 302

cal (fiber) links physically connect optical nodes (cross- 303

connects). Additionally, we assume that each IP router is 304

bound with an optical cross-connect - this is typical for 305

existing carrier networks. Thanks to the bypass mechanism 306

only the selected optical resources (slots) are revealed to 307

the IP layer. The remaining spectrum is denoted as hidden 308

resources and can be used when congestions occur. There- 309

fore, a new lightpath is established without creating a vir- 310

tual link when a request cannot be served in the IP layer 311

due to the lack of resources. This lightpath is then used to 312

offload new traffic. Once the transmission on the bypass 313

ends, the lightpath is removed and optical resources are 314

released. 315

One of the key challenges facing EON is the Routing 316

and Spectrum Allocation (RSA) problem, which focuses on 317
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FIGURE 2. Example of a bypass creation.

finding the assignment method of an appropriate number of318

slots to handle an individual connection. Usually, bypasses319

consume slots reserved for their implementation and not used320

during the standard network operation (without bypasses).321

Sometimes the setup of bypasses is broadcasted at the IP322

layer, and sometimes bypasses are hidden.323

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE324

This section presents the proposed solution, including the325

overall system architecture and details of algorithms.326

At first, we have divided physical resources (optical slots)327

and assigned them to both IP and optical layers. Optical slots328

assigned to the IP layer are used to create IP layer links329

between adjacent routers. On the other hand, slots reserved330

for the optical layer are used to dynamically create bypasses331

when congestions occur in the network. Such an approach332

assures that both layers are separated and allows more effi-333

cient resource management.334

Management and operation of the FAMTAR and AHB335

mechanisms in the SDN controller are shown on the block336

diagram in Figure 3. As it can be seen, the SDN controller337

manages both IP and optical layers simultaneously. The main338

control loop ¬ is called at regular time intervals and iterates339

over all links in the network.340

IP layer processing starts with a crucial question of whether 341

the examined link is in the optical or IP layer (link is a 342

bypass or not). If a link is not a bypass , then the FAMTAR 343

mechanism is employed. If the examined link’s load is greater 344

than the FAMTAR’s activation threshold and the link’s cost 345

wasn’t already increased, then the cost of that link is set 346

to a predefined high value ®. This message is then spread 347

across the topology as explained in III-B. Otherwise, when 348

the examined link’s load is not greater than the FAMTAR’s 349

activation threshold, the controller performs a check if the 350

cost of that link was already increased and if a load of that link 351

is lower than the FAMTAR’s deactivation threshold. If that 352

condition is true ¯, then the controller sets the cost of the 353

link to its original value. 354

The optical layer control mechanism starts with a question 355

of whether the examined link’s load is greater than the Bypass 356

Creation Threshold (BCT). If the answer to that question 357

is true, then the controller requests the FFT statistics from 358

the network node °. The algorithm for bypass calculation 359

presented in the Algorithm 1 is executed right after the FFT 360

statistics are successfully gathered. The algorithm aims to 361

find the best source-destination bypass to deal with the over- 362

loaded link. Based on the flow entries gathered from the FFT 363

of the overloaded link, the algorithm returns the best possible 364

source-destination pair based on our custommetric computed 365

for all of the source-destination pairs. This custom metric is 366

expressed as a float value which is a result of the multiplica- 367

tion of the values of the following parameters: 368

metric = hops · rate · nodes_usage · modulation 369

As it is known, multiplication will only work if there is an 370

agreement that low or high values of all parameters are better. 371

In this scenario, the metric is better if all parameters have 372

high values - it is more likely that the pair for this metric will 373

be treated as the best option for bypass. For a more in-depth 374

explanation, we define those parameters as: 375

• hops – the number of hops between source-destination 376

pair, we prefer that the bypass omits as many nodes in 377

the IP layer as possible, 378

• rate – current flow rate, value in Mbps, we would like to 379

feed the bypass with more significant flows, rather than 380

many little ones, 381

• nodes_usage – custom metric described by Equation 1 382

which is a sum of square roots of the utilization of all 383

nodes in the flow path divided by the path length, rep- 384

resents the forwarding plane utilization for the nodes on 385

the current path for the flow. The higher the value, the 386

more saturated nodes are on the flow path. Therefore we 387

prefer to withdraw flows from the IP layer of heavily 388

utilized nodes, 389

nodes_usage =
L−1∑
n=1

√
current_node_throughput
maximum_node_throughput

L − 2
390

(1) 391
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FIGURE 3. Algorithm processing all links in the network.

• modulation – the maximum modulation order value that392

is possible to reach between source-destination nodes.393

It is important as the proposed system doesn’t use optical394

regenerators.395

Once the metric_by_pair container is filled with the met-396

ric values, the best source-destination pair with the biggest397

average value of the metrics is then selected as a source and398

destination for the bypass.399

After the algorithm for bypass calculation is executed,400

a lightpath for that bypass can be allocated. In order to fur-401

ther maximize resource utilization, we propose an intelligent402

lightpath allocation mechanism.403

The allocation mechanism can be divided into two cases.404

In the first case, when a bypass for a given source-destination405

pair does not exist ±, it is created together with the first406

lightpath for that pair. Allocating a new lightpath in the407

optical layer requires solving the routing, modulation, and408

spectrum assignment (RMSA) problem. For this purpose,409

we use the Generic Dijkstra algorithm [19], which finds410

optimal solutions to dynamic RMSA problem, at the same411

time being considerably faster than other algorithms [20].412

By optimal solution wemean the shortest possible path taking413

into account spectrum continuity and continuity constraints 414

enabling supporting a given request. We use the open-source 415

Python implementation of the algorithm provided in [20]. 416

In the second case, when a bypass for a given source- 417

destination pair already exists ², an additional lightpath for 418

that bypass will be created if the demand will not fit in that 419

bypass’s remaining bandwidth. In this way, wemake sure that 420

bypass is used to its full potential and that slots in the opti- 421

cal layer are not over-allocated. After allocation, we reroute 422

flows from the overloaded link that passes by bypass 423

edges. 424

On the other hand, if the answer to the first question 425

whether the examined link’s load is greater than the BCT 426

is false, and the currently processed link is a bypass, then 427

the proposed release mechanism is executed ³. Because of 428

its design, bypass loses rather than gains traffic. Therefore, 429

it only takes a portion of the traffic that existed at the exact 430

moment of its creation, and new flows are not forwarded 431

through it. A bypass should be removed and therefore release 432

resources once the transmission on it ends. However, in order 433

to boost the efficiency, it is more than reasonable to unset 434

the bypass earlier, i.e., when the utilization of its resources 435
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Algorithm 1 Bypass Calculation
Input: F - list of flows on overloaded link, N - node
Output: Metrics for all possible (src,dst) pairs
foreach flow f ∈ F do

rate← f .rate
p← f .path
l ← length(p)
if p 6= ∅ and l > 2 then

for s← 0 to l − 1 do
src← p[s]
for d ← l − 2 to l do

dst ← p[d]
hops← l − 2
if d−s < 1 or dst = N then

break
end
metric =
hops ∗ rate ∗ nodes_usage ∗ modulation
metric_by_pair[src, dst].append(metric)

end
end

end
end
best_src_dst_pair = max(avg(metric_by_pair))
return best_src_dst_pair

falls below a certain threshold, referred to as Bypass Removal436

Threshold (BRT).437

Release mechanism, similarly to allocation mechanism,438

aims to maximize resource utilization, and it can also be439

divided into two scenarios. As mentioned earlier, the bitrate440

on every link (including bypass links) in the network is mea-441

sured at regular intervals. In the first scenario, when a bitrate442

on a bypass falls below the BRT, the whole bypass is removed443

(all lightpaths from that bypass are removed) ´. On the other444

hand, when the load is greater than BRT, we check how445

much bandwidth of the bypass is unused. Lightpath with the446

bandwidth which is the closest to this value and lower than447

it at the same time is then removed µ. In this way, slots are448

released and may be used by the next lightpath, which may449

potentially handle forthcoming burst traffic.450

V. EVALUATION451

The simulations were performed in the heavily modified452

Mininet network emulator. In control plane, we used custom-453

build Python-based multi-layer SDN controller, supporting454

only necessary operations. The controller was responsible455

both for managing emulated optical layer resources and rout-456

ing and traffic engineering in the network. In data plane,457

we extended the Click-based FAMTAR router implementa-458

tion provided in [21] with the elements necessary to com-459

municate with the controller and operate in multi-layer460

architecture. At the beginning of each simulation, two classes461

of veth Linux tunnels were created between the nodes: direct462

IP layer interfaces between nodes directly connected in the 463

emulated topology and bypass interfaces between all pairs 464

of nodes in the network. Direct interfaces were used in the 465

calculation of IP layer routing table and for FAMTAR oper- 466

ation. Bypass interfaces were not visible for IP layer routing 467

purposes and initially had their bandwidth set to 0. When a 468

new lightpath was created by the controller on a particular 469

source-destination pair, bandwidth of a corresponding bypass 470

interface was being increased accordingly. After allocating a 471

new lightpath, the most significant flows on that relation were 472

individually redirected to the bypass from direct IP links by 473

changing their outgoing interface entries in FFT. Similarly, 474

when a lightpath was removed by the controller, bandwidth 475

of a corresponding bypass interface was decreased and flows 476

leftover on that interface were redirected back to direct IP 477

interfaces. 478

We evaluated the performance of the proposed solution 479

under various scenarios. We show that the presented bypass 480

algorithm implementation is able to outperform standard 481

FAMTAR implementation in given cases, as well as, save 482

network resources. 483

A. SETUP 484

FIGURE 4. Polish network topology.

Figure 4 presents the network topology used in our exper- 485

iments. Simulation parameters are summarized in Table 2. 486

UDP and HTTP traffic generators were placed in each of the 487

12 nodes. Network trafficwas generated according to the real- 488

istic flow distribution mixtures, provided in [22]. The models 489

were derived from a 30-day long NetFlow trace recorded 490

at the edge of a campus network, consisting of 4 billion 491

flows. UDP traffic was generated using the flow length model 492

described by equations in Appendix A.3.1 in [22]. In the 493

case of HTTP generators, request size was modeled by flow 494

size equations which are provided in Appendix A.2.4 in [22]. 495

Every link was divided into 100 independent EON slots in 496
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TABLE 2. Simulation parameters.

each direction, that represent frequency slices described in497

Section III. Depending on the input parameter, a given num-498

ber of optical slots were used to create a direct link in the499

IP layer (direct slots assignment), and the rest of the slots500

were reserved for future AHB scheduling. Each simulation501

lasted for 4 hours wall time, where one hour represented a502

daily traffic envelope cycle. The traffic generators rate was503

the second input parameter. We conducted simulations with504

four generator rates that represented different levels of net-505

work saturation. Flows of UDP and HTTP traffic were cre-506

ated independently, with equal access to the medium. The507

offered traffic rates of generators were set equally for UDP508

and HTTP, however, the offered traffic of HTTP generators509

does not include the traffic needed for retransmission, and510

thus, this traffic can be higher depending on the TCP losses in511

the network. We defined the network saturation levels based512

on the UDP and HTTP generators rates as below:513

• Non-saturated network: 45+45 Mbps (90 Mbps in total)514

• Saturated network: 60+60 Mbps (120 Mbps)515

• Heavily saturated network: 75+75 Mbps (150 Mbps)516

• Over-saturated network: 90+90 Mbps (180 Mbps)517

For every input parameter pair (number of pre-assigned518

slots, generator rates), simulation was repeated 5-10 times519

to achieve the relative error lower than 1% for the network520

traffic parameters based on Student’s t-distribution with the521

significance level α equal to 0.05.These relative errors are522

visualized in every figure as error bars. We focused on the523

comparison of the following parameters:524

• Average flow rate525

• UDP traffic loss526

• HTTP traffic rate degradation527

• Size of the Flow Forwarding Tables (FFTs)528

• Optical layer usage (EON slots)529

Additionally, we had to make the following limitations530

to perform emulations successfully, especially for the opti-531

cal layer. The first one assumed that the emulation environ-532

ment did not contain amplifiers and regenerators. Secondly,533

because of the hardware limitations, traffic generators were534

limited to generating traffic in Mbps order of magnitude.535

Since the EON slot can carry traffic with higher transmission536

rate, the obtained results should be rescaled considering non- 537

linear behaviors. 538

B. RESULTS 539

1) FLOW RATE 540

FIGURE 5. TCP and UDP mean demand rate.

The results in Figure 5 depict that increasing the num- 541

ber of direct slots between nodes in the network leads to 542

increased traffic carrying capacity of the entire system. How- 543

ever, we can make two further observations. First, when 544

85 and more slots are allocated for direct IP layer connection, 545

the traffic rate shows no or little change for the non-saturated 546

network scenario. Second, the allocation of 5 slots for future 547

bypass (95 for direct slots), introduces no additional loss even 548

for over-saturated network case. 549

2) TRAFFIC LOSS/DEGRADATION 550

FIGURE 6. UDP loss.

Figures 6 and 7 show average UDP loss and average HTTP 551

degradation parameter, respectively. The UDP loss is the per- 552

cent of sent traffic that could not be carried by the network 553

and did not reach the destination. In the case of HTTP traffic, 554

which is a TCP-based protocol, traffic loss would not be 555

an appropriate measure, as TCP limits its rate in order to 556

maintain a constant loss. Instead, we define a HTTP badness 557

parameter, which is a value that presents the level of degrada- 558

tion of theHTTP connection. TheHTTP badness is calculated 559

as a deviation of observed flow rate from its nominal rate, 560
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FIGURE 7. HTTP badness.

with the equation: flow_rate
flow_rate_limit−1. This means that a badness561

of a non-degraded flow, which transmits at its nominal rate,562

is equal to 0, whereas a rate lower than the nominal (higher563

flow completion time) would result in a higher badness. Such564

an approach makes HTTP badness metric similar to UDP565

traffic loss.566

We can observe that the allocation of 90 and more slots for567

the direct IP layer does not change the level of both UDP loss568

and HTTP badness for every tested network throughput.569

3) SIZE OF THE FFTs570

FIGURE 8. Mean flow forwarding table size during simulation.

Figure 8 shows the change of Flow Forwarding571

Table (FFT) size. From this data, we can see two things.572

Firstly, as the number of direct slots remains small (25, 50)573

and the network is not fully saturated, the average FFT size574

is higher for these parameters than for the higher number of575

direct slots. We can explain that by the cooperation schema576

between FAMTAR and bypasses. FAMTAR starts to create577

additional routing paths as the electric layer starts to saturate578

earlier. This leads to an increased number of flow rules on579

the network devices. Secondly, as we saturate the whole580

network (increase the generator speeds), we can observe that581

there exists a limit to how FAMTAR can evolve. The FFT582

size between heavily saturated and over-saturated network583

increased only by 7% for 25 direct slots case, whereas for the584

95 and 100 (only FAMTAR) direct slots cases and the same 585

saturation levels, we observed an almost 50% increase. 586

4) OPTICAL LAYER USAGE 587

FIGURE 9. Used optical slots.

FIGURE 10. TCP and UDP rate per slot.

One of the key advantages of the hidden bypasses solu- 588

tion is that it allows keeping optical resources unallocated 589

until the heavy load occurs. Figure 9 presents average num- 590

bers of slots usage. We can observe that the slots usage 591

depends more on the initial slots allocation, rather than the 592

network usage. As by our EON bypass creation algorithm 593

definition, the bypass requires at least two direct links and 594

uses the same slot (λ) over all segments. That creates gaps 595

over the segments spectrum that cannot be allocated for 596

future demands. Because of that the number of slots that can 597

be allocated decreases together with the initial slots alloca- 598

tion parameter and reduce possible network throughput for 599

these parameters. That behavior does not impact results with 600

85 and more slots, as the number of possible bypasses is 601

lower. The spectral efficiency for bypasses is presented in 602

figure 10. We can observe that in every bypass configura- 603

tion, we exchange more data per slot than in a non-bypass 604

environment. However, even though, the maximum value is 605

for 25 and 50 initial slots, we have to reject that network 606

configuration because of huge network losses for these input 607

parameters. 608
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5) ENERGY SAVINGS ESTIMATES609

The proposed solution impacts both on energy used by opti-610

cal transponders and IP routers port, as the not allocated611

sub-transponders can be switched off, and requirements for IP612

routing are decreased by bypassing an electric layer. Based on613

Energy ConsumptionModels presented in [23], [24] and [25],614

there are the most important factors in terms of network’s615

energy efficiency. The energy model was not implemented616

for this research. Thus, we try to estimate the energy savings.617

As described in [24], for large traffic volumes, we can drop618

the constant parameters used in the power usage models and619

follow the estimates per traffic sent (W/bps). Our network620

does not contain amplifiers or regenerators thus we estimate621

the energy savings considering only IP routers and optical622

transponders. The description of the energy savings for the623

Heavily Saturated Network (150 Mbps) with 85 initial direct624

slots allocated is as follows.625

• Optical layer - Our network model assumes the626

usage of fully sliceable transponders with 100 sub-627

transponders. During the simulation, on average 92% of628

sub-transponders are enabled. In the basic scenario, all629

sub-transponders are allocated. Thus, we get 8% gain630

in the optical layer energy usage as we omit other opti-631

cal network elements. However, it is important to men-632

tion that the energy consumed by Optical cross-connects633

(OXCs) does not change between mentioned scenarios,634

and thus the energy gain will be a bit smaller.635

• Electrical layer - During the simulation, the electrical636

layer served 5% less traffic compared to the basic sce-637

nario. The average bypass created during simulation has638

a length of 4 (2 intermediate nodes), and these inter-639

mediate nodes do not carry the bypassed traffic. As we640

also skip the constant part of the electrical layer, we can641

estimate the energy gain to be about 5%.642

We estimate that depending on the initial optical allocation643

(lower than 85%), the power consumption can be limited up644

to 10% without significant losses in the traffic.645

VI. CONCLUSION646

This paper presents a novel cooperation technique between647

FAMTAR and AHB mechanisms and an algorithm which648

aims to minimize IP layer usage and thus minimize the power649

consumed by electric layer. The objectives of the proposed650

system were reached and the conducted simulations have651

proved the efficiency of the presented cooperation model652

and the algorithm. We notice that reservation of some ini-653

tial resources for AHB can reduce losses over the network654

and possibly, reduce energy demand due to increased optical655

spectral efficiency. As per conducted experiments, we clearly656

see that usage of 90 direct slots allows to serve the traffic657

comparable to only FAMTAR allocation for every network658

saturation case and saves 4 to 9 percent of the optical network659

resources in the same time. Our evaluation shows that cooper-660

ation between FAMTAR and AHB using the introduced algo-661

rithm can increase the overall network performance observed662

by FAMTAR itself.663

In the future, we plan to determine more dependencies 664

between the mechanisms, as well as, examine precisely the 665

possible energy efficiency level. 666
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